It's no accident that they flourished together because, according to James, they were in essence one and the same thing. What united them was their lofty purpose, which was to reveal the orderliness of God's cosmos to man. Music was the deciphering of divine harmony as it revealed itself in sound. Science was the deciphering of the same harmony as it revealed itself in the heavens. Harmony was the visible or aural expression of number, which, according to Pythagoras, was at the root of all things. The number one expressed unity, persistence in identity, immutability; two expressed dichotomy and mutability; add these together and you get three, which underlies all things that have beginnings, middles and ends; four was the number of points required to describe the simplest perfect solid. Add four, three, two and one and you get ten, the most sacred number to Pythagoreans.
All this of course, had precious little to do with music as it was actually played and sung. That was for mere 'cantores', who were judged, by the sages who elaborated James's 'Great Theme', to be on a par with jugglers and acrobats. Music was to be thought and meditated on, not played. Likewise astronomy had little to do with observation, because as Plato said, the heavenly bodies 'are still part of the visible world, and therefore they fall far short of the true realities -the real relative velocities, in the world of pure number and all perfect geometrical figures, of the movements which carry round the bodies involved in them.
These, you will agree, are conceived by reason and thought, not seen by the eye.'
It's a beguiling myth, and from Pythagoras onwards the system was passed down through Plato, the neoPlatonics, the Roman rhetoricians and the scholastics -up to the Renaissance and beyond. But it wasn't the same system in all respects, despite its appeal to immutable, timeless mathematical truths.
There were awkward gaps in the system, and the maths didn't always quite work. gies that it has spawned, and then berating science for the trivial uses to which the technologies are put.
As for music, James takes the gloomy view that its history, too, can be described as the divergence -leading to a yawning gulf -between ideals and practice. The He can't resist seeing evidence for this underground tradition everywhere; for example, the phrase 'alles ist hin' (all is lost) in Schoenberg's second quartet he Reviews Reviews takes to refer to a key stage in the alchemical process. It's all deeply unconvincing, though highly entertaining.
The irony, though, is that there's no need for James to make dubious claims about an underground continuation of the Great Theme, because the tradition actually continues above ground in full view.
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